
SUPPORTING EVIDENCE ESSAY WRITING

This handout will provide a broad overview of gathering and using evidence. on the subject you are discussing and
support that position with evidence. A movie review from a magazine or a collection of essays about the film would be.

Our handout on understanding writing assignments can help you interpret your assignment. Answering these
questions may help you explain how your evidence is related to your overall argument. After each section,
pause and let your friend interrogate you. How do I cite my evidence? Everything you include should have a
clear connection to your topic and your argument. As is the case with any other type of evidence, you need to
include a citation. The topic you choose needs to support the purpose of your essay. Fact Proof â€” Includes
statistics and objective information. For guidance on formatting citations, please see the UNC Libraries
citation tutorial. For tips on making a reverse outline, see our handout on organization. If you are working on a
project for a class, look carefully at the assignment prompt. The New Humanities Reader. Most research
follows a standard set of guidelines. Remember, you can always cut prose from your paper later if you decide
that you are stating the obvious. Conclusion The final paragraph of the essay provides the conclusion. Finally,
in academic essay writing, voice is important. Remember that statistics, data, charts, graph, photographs, and
illustrations are all open to interpretation. Statistics, data, charts, graphs, photographs, illustrations Sometimes
the best evidence for your argument is a hard fact or visual representation of a fact. How much analysis? For
each piece of evidence, tell your readers how or why it supports your overall argument. The last sentence in
the conclusion paragraph should communicate that your essay has come to and end. Introduction The
introduction is the first paragraph of the essay. How you use language is important, especially in academic
essay writing. Make an outline. Why should anyone care? Justifying your position verbally or explaining
yourself will force you to strengthen the evidence in your paper. Summary Summaries are the perfect way to
reference a large piece of text. Here are some techniques you can use to review your draft and assess your use
of evidence. While it might be tempting to go off on a tangent about some interesting side note to your topic,
doing so can make your writing less concise. Here is a guide to help you with the process. Instructors in
different academic fields expect different kinds of arguments and evidenceâ€”your chemistry paper might
include graphs, charts, statistics, and other quantitative data as evidence, whereas your English paper might
include passages from a novel, examples of recurring symbols, or discussions of characterization in the novel.
As writers, we sometimes assume that our readers already know what we are talking about; we may be wary
of elaborating too much because we think the point is obvious. You can also paraphrase when you want to
reference an example the other writer used. What connections exist between them? There are three basic types
of essay papers: Analytical - An analytical essay paper breaks down an idea or issue into its its key
components.


